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There are three main methods of compensation to energy exported 
Net metering/billing 

Compensation usually at the retail rate or 
lower  (based on fungible principle)

◦ Own energy exported onto the grid and then 
credited on the bill

◦ Can be viewed as not a purchase of energy –
based on the fungible principle

◦ Capped to consumption – can’t be a net-
exporter unless banking allowed

◦ Usually capped to annual consumption

◦ NERSA approved credit rate (still waiting for 
NERSA approval for residential tariffs)

◦ Usually approved as part of the retail tariff

◦ Simple to implement

Feed-in tariff/standard offer

• Standard offer – a predominantly static 
price determined each year based on the 
avoided cost of generation usually linked 
to marginal price

• Purchase of energy

• Shorter period than traditional FIT, but 
could also be used instead of FIT 
mechanism

• Less risky than FIT

• FIT (Feed-in-tariff)

• Administratively determined price

• Purchase of electricity with an obligation 
buy per tranche with guaranteed prices

• Rate typically starts higher than retail 
charges (as an incentive) and, as the 
percentage of adopters increase, the FIT is 
reduced to the retail rate (or lower) over a 
finite period

• Usually guided by law or national policy 
and may be subsidised

Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) –
payment for the generation of 

electricity 

• Utility purchases usually through a 
procurement programme or may 
be at market-based price, or

• Bilaterals with wheeling 



Net FITGross FIT

Net-metering

Difference between FIT 
and net-billing



Net billing compared to a FIT scheme
Net-billing FIT

Metering Net FIT                                         Pure FIT

Value of energy produced This is not a payment. It’s a credit on the bill is usually at the 

same rate the utility pays for energy, cost of fuel (the avoided 

cost) or a rate lower than the energy only charge.

This is a payment.  The rate can be lower than the tariff paid for 

consumption or higher. The rate is pre-determined and set for a specific 

period

Rules How much can be credited and banked.  There may be caps on 

the total amount allowed in a programme

No limits  - allows you to sell all your power if you’re able to generate 

more than you use. Programme may have caps

Size of PV installation Usually smaller due to limits on of amount to be credited, but 

also subject to technical limits

Size limited to available roof-top space and technical limits

Indexing of price 

credited/paid

Acts as a hedge against rising electricity prices as the credit is 

provided at a rate linked to the rate paid for energy

Usually indexed to inflation or a fixed percentage

Contracting Can be done through the electricity supply contract Will need a power purchase agreement

Suitability Where there are higher electricity tariffs or tariffs are increasing 

above inflation

Where electricity prices are low or stable

End-use tariffs Requires tariffs with appropriate fixed charges Will not impact end-use tariffs if done through a separate meter

Framework Will need NERSA approval National policy required. Will need legislation or exemption from 

legislation (PFMA, New Gen Regs) to be able to buy outside of a 

procurement programme

+



International experience

• In many developed countries, FIT tariff schemes have either been stopped or the feed-in

prices reduced (originally heavily subsidised to incentivise renewables), or replaced by

bidding/auction programmes, or net-billing/net-metering .

• Most have followed a legislative process (enacted or determined by government)

• The drive is now to more market-driven initiatives

• FIT are still being used to incentivise renewables in many jurisdictions with some challenges

like grid availability and grid and system stability

Vietnam is to slash feed-
in tariffs available for 
rooftop solar installations 
from next month by as 
much as 38% in a bid to 
address grid pressures in 
the country, local media 
has reported.

That installation influx 
took Vietnam’s total 
installed solar capacity to 
nearly 16.5GWp and the 
surge in solar installs has 
led to concerns over grid 
stability in the country, 
particularly around solar’s
generation peak around 
midday and between 5:30 
– 6:30pm, when demand 
peaks and solar’s
generation curve fades.

https://www.pv-
tech.org/vietnam-proposes-
heavily-cut-solar-fit-rates-
from-next-month/



FITs per country

Source OECD.stat
https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=RE_FIT



Implementation
In “A Policymaker’s Guide to Feed-in Tariff Policy Design” by NREL, the following is listed as implementation factors to be

considered:

• Eligibility: Who can participate and what generation types (e.g. technology, project size) will qualify?

• Utility role: What would be the utilities role regarding purchase obligations and grid connection?

• Contract duration: Will a contract be required or not (if not then would need this be established in law), the duration of the

contract. Contract periods generally vary between 5-25 years, with the majority being 15-20 years.

• Caps: Whether caps (total capacity for scheme, project size or programme costs) will be imposed).

• Forecasting: This is required for balancing of the system where daily and hourly forecasting would be required, through a

balancing market. For larger generators this could be per generator and for smaller installation the local Distributors would

have fulfil this obligation on an aggregated basis.

• Grid access: The utility’s ability to enable timely grid connection with clear processes that minimises red-tape and fosters

more efficient project siting.

NREL; A Policymaker’s Guide to Feed-in Tariff Policy Design, Toby D. Couture, Karlynn Cory , Claire Kreycik, Emily Williams, 

Technical Report NREL/TP-6A2-44849, 2010,  https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy10osti/44849.pdf



Implementation
In addition to the previous list the following could also added as factors:

• Price: The determination of the rate - linked to avoided cost, incentivised to be above avoided cost, fixed or

indexed, TOU or not, value to the system?

• Legal and regulatory: Should the scheme be enabled in law, or follow the standard offer approach and cost-

recovery by NERSA of the payment obligation under a FIT?

• Payment mechanism: How will payments be made, though separate invoicing or managed though the bill (but

separately accounted for as an expense).

• Metering: The metering requirements, as the measurement of the energy exported will require smart bi-

directional metering, so how will this be funded and implemented.

• Administration: Which agency will be doing the payment to the generators, the Buyer in Transmission, the

distributors or others? Will all electricity distributors be required to participate or will this be linked to certain

criteria?



Tariff options
Options for setting the 
price:

• Based on cost to generate 
plus return (could be above 
market price, be subject to 
caps)

• Avoided cost to the utility

• Value to society (energy 
security, going green)

• Based on bids 

• Based on market price + 
premium (not fixed)

Must allow for 
cost-recovery 
by the utility

Must consider 
over time 
impact on 

market prices

Tariff to be high enough to 
incentivise more takers 

(cover costs), but not high 
enough to create windfall 
benefits or increase the 

overall price of electricity 
unsustainably (can lead to 

utility death spiral)

Tariff can 
reduce over 

time as 
technology 
becomes 
cheaper

Could 
include 

time-of-use 
signals 



Regulatory pathways to enable a FIT scheme
According to UNEP*, the approach in developing FITs through law
and regulation depends on a number of factors, such as the political
system, the current law, the government structure and, the market
structure, and these would guide the policy makers on the route to
take.

• A FIT scheme could be enacted in law with authority given to
a regulatory body to administer, or through policy and rules
where a regulatory body or government agency has been
given authority to develop regulations related to the
electricity industry.

• In such circumstances, the development of a FIT policy could
be initiated through a request from an executive branch or
the regulator.

• UNEP goes further to state, there are pros and cons with the
choice to go through law or regulatory

*United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), 2012, Feed-in-
tariffs as a policy instrument for promoting renewable energies and 
green economies in developing countries, Wilson Rickerson et al

https://unfccc.int/files/documentation/submissions_from_parties/a
dp/application/pdf/unep_us___ws2.pdf



Where to next?
• There is work required to implement a national FIT scheme, pollical support, regulatory, metering, tariffs, caps,

eligibility etc

• The standard offer approach has been approved to be implemented – Eskom to buy energy at a fixed TOU rate

and also on a market- based rate (based on marginal pricing)

• Is there a need in addition to the standard offer (and net-billing) to also have a FIT scheme?

• Should net-billing (simpler to implement) be explored further and implemented through regulatory rules?



Thank you


